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Notice to Mariners
Membership Meeting
Monday, March 13th

D/27 Council/Conference Meeting
New Bern
March 17th through 19th

March Birthdays
03 Mike Hackett

16 Craig Cooper

05 Keith Bulla

22 Carolyn Hackett

08 Michael Stokes

28 Pat Freeze

2017 Squadron Patrons






Ron and Anna Pitman
Ralph and Berry Stout
Leif and Anneli Johansson
Mack and Vinnie Gordy
Jerry Newton

“Anna Bee”

“BerryGood Too”

“EZ Living”
"Optional Necessity”
“Petey”

Mike and Carolyn Hackett "Hattitude"
Keith and Kendra Bulla “Whisper”

If you would like to make a donation, please make your check (of at least $25) payable to
The Greensboro Power Squadron, write Squadron Patron on the memo line,
and send the check to

Lt/C Todd Ring, 6605 Stonecroft Dr., Oak Ridge, NC 27310.
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Cdr Hardy Spence, AP

February, a month with spring-like temperatures, brought each of us thoughts of
getting the boat out of winter storage and getting on the water. However, the month
of March is still to be reckoned with, and there could be more cold weather on the
horizon. February also had the boat show which made one think of outdoor
activities even more. Speaking of the boat show, P/C Grant Dawson, AP and Lt
Glenda Waite, S did a great job of having a successful show. They spoke with
many people about furthering their education of their boating knowledge and
hopefully gleaned some contact information which might lead to new members.
March also brings us to D/27 Spring C/C & COW. Information on pages 11 and
12 If you can attend, please try to do so. Registration is still open, there will be
some great speakers, and New Bern is such a nice place to visit!

It is not too late to become a Squadron Patron. The list of Patrons in
this edition of the Breeze includes those who have contributed at least
$25.00 to become a Patron of the Squadron for 2017. Typically this fund is
used for unbudgeted and/or unexpected needs of the Squadron over the
coming year. Sometimes the fund is used to lower the cost for members to
attend a Squadron function like the Change of Watch. Please give serious
thought to joining this group for 2017. Submit your check made out to
Greensboro Power Squadron and identified as “Squadron Patron” to our
treasurer,
Lt/C Todd Ring, 6605 Stonecroft Dr., Oak Ridge, NC 27310.
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Executive Officer
P/D/C Mack Gordy, Jr.

BAGS and BROCHURES

Prior to volunteering to finish out the position of Administrative Officer last year, I had
committed to a personal outing for this year. I took Vinnie across state lines for a belated
birthday weekend at the Hotel Roanoke as we have done for several years. Vinnie’s father
played in an orchestra there years ago and although she never heard him play, visiting the
hotel is very special to her. Saturday dinner with “40s” dance band music and the “Best”
bananas foster around put the icing on the cake. There was a brochure in the lobby
advertising the Southwest Virginia Boat Show on Saturday. We like boat shows and
decided to see what they had to offer.
During the boat show Smith Mountain Lake Sail & Power Squadron was offering a
one day boater safety class in a separate part of the Berglund Center. Commander David
Eberle, SN had 80 students attending the class. When we arrived a Virginia Wildlife
Officer was making a presentation on what is required on your boat and what safety
violations they were looking for on the water. Ten percent of the students were fishermen.
David said, “Tell everyone hello in Greensboro”. As a side note, SMLS&PS is offering five
one-day boating courses this year.
Upon entering the boat show there were eight vender booths on either side of the
aisle. All of the vendors were standing in the aisle blocking our passage with bags and
brochures. We had to weave our way through them. We were live customers but we
managed to make it through without any bags or brochures. Throughout the show the
vendors were out in the aisles greeting and handing out bags and brochures except for
one vendor. He was seated behind his table and wanted to know if we were interested in
remodeling our bathroom. Not sure what that had to do with a boat show but I give him
credit for trying. I was surprised that there were no vendors present selling fishing rods
and equipment.
Several dealers had a nice presentation of tri-hull pontoon boats and we had
purposely left our checkbook in the car! Pontoon boats have evolved immensely in the
last few years and a princely fortune can be spent. Vinnie said, “A 27’ tri-hull with twin 300
HP outboards was not what we were looking for”. All of the dealers were willing to place a
special order to fit our needs. After talking with several dealers I found out boat bunnies
are not a purchasable option. There were even a couple of motor homes at the show.
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Executive Officer Report, continued
The SML Chapter of the Antique & Classic Boat Society had two beautifully restored
wooden boats. All in all it was a very good “boat” show.
Anyone that knows me knows that I like my ice cream. Before arriving at the hotel
on Friday we took a side trip to Burnt Chimney, VA to visit the Homestead Creamery.
We have been known to make the hour and a half trip from Greensboro for lunch and
ice cream and turn around and drive home. It is that good!!!
We are already planning Vinnie’s next belated birthday trip with hopes the boat
show will fall on the same weekend.

April 21st through 23rd is the Wooden Boat Show in Oriental, NC. Lt Burton Kennedy,
AP is making his vacation home there available for us to have a cookout on Saturday
night. This is a great small town boat show featuring new and used boats of all sizes,
both in and out of water. There are seminars of various topics. There is a wooden
boat show area and a raffle for a new wooden boat built on site. As lodging in Oriental
is limited, you might want to make your reservations soon!
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Administrative Officer
Lt/C "Rob" Sutton, P

During the Central Carolina Boat Show I was reminded how important knots are to
safe boating. The Sea Scouts had a demonstration Knot Board to demonstrate various
knots used in boating. I found one gentleman examining the knots that were displayed.
When I walked up to him he smiled and said, "I'm just looking to see if they are tied
right." He told me that he used to do a lot of Search and Rescue and was amazed at
how many people tied knots improperly and how often he saw boats in dangerous or at
least awkward positions because they were not secured properly with the right knot or
worse an improperly tied one.
How well we secure our boats reflects on our Seamanship in general. Many sailors
and power boaters notice when a line is secured with an improper bowline or cleat hitch.
Even worse is when those "knots" don't hold and the boat is drifting about the slip either
causing damage to itself or another vessel.
Take time to review your Knot tying. Make sure that you are not only tying it properly,
but also neatly and that you are using the correct knot for your situation.
By the way, all of the knots on the Knot Board were tied properly.

Many thanks to Lt Glenda Waite, S and P/C Grant Dawson, AP for their great efforts to orchestrate
our booth at the Boat Show last weekend. Thanks also to the members who volunteered their time
to work our booth.
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Education Officer
Lt/C Craig Cooper, AP

Nine Progressive Steps to Improving Situational Awareness
Over the years, extensive federal, state, and organizational resources have been invested in efforts to
reduce the number of recreational boating accidents and injuries, using educational measurers to improve
boat operator safety practices. Simply being a member of a boating organization or constraining one’s
boating to protected waters does not guarantee that a recreational boat operator will exhibit safe boating
behaviors or, make appropriate decisions when placed in higher-risk situations. History suggests that
three factors play critical roles when it comes to avoiding or mitigating boating accidents; human
awareness, understanding the environment in which the operator is boating, and the critical decisions that
follow.
Since the mid-1940’s, the United States Power Squadrons have offered boat operator education
programs and courses. Accident data continues to show that the major causes and/or contributing
factors to most boating accidents relate to human factors (awareness), understanding the operating
environment, and critical decision making.
Critical human performance skills are defined as situational awareness (SA). Situational awareness is
a learned skill that is accessible to everyone with appropriate levels of SA training, Situational awareness
is, simply put, knowing and understanding what is happening around you. Situational awareness involves
understanding where to focus your attention. Situational awareness requires:
Understanding what is “normal” with respect to a particular environment,
Focusing on what is “abnormal” with respect to that environment, and
Mentally preparing a plan of action depending on those observations.
While most of us tend to observe primarily with our eyes, we must learn to use all of our senses
(including hearing, smell, and touch) to be fully situationally aware. The boat operator should calmly and
continuously scan the environment to observe as much as possible about the surroundings and to be in
an unobstructed position to observe potential threats from any direction.
In the 103-year history of the United States Power Squadrons, our educational offerings have been
committed to providing the best boating safety instruction available to our students. It is vitally important
that vessel operators have the skills to identify what threats surround their vessels, and to be able to
quickly develop a plan to avoid the danger.
1. PLAN
2. VISUALIZE ACTIONS
3. SCAN
4. PAY ATTENTION
5. EVALUATE
6. ANTICIPATE
7. REMIND
8. COMMUNICATE
9. EVALUATE
(Full article in Coast Guard Proceedings Fall/Winter 2016
by Dr. Ernest Marshburn USPS and Mr. Michael Wiedel USPS)
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Coming April 8th you will have the opportunity to participate
in a fun event, on land no less, to locate or (recover is the
correct term) NOAA marks in the Greensboro area. This is
a service the Squadron can provide to update needed
information to NOAA, similar to Co-Op Charting. It will be a
fun morning followed by lunch with fellow members to locate
reference markers with latitude and longitude readings. We
will go out in teams of three or four to find five to eight
specific marks per team in the morning. Then we will
regroup for lunch in Greensboro at Ghassan's. A sign-up
sheet will be available at the March meeting night. You
might be surprised how many marks are in your
neighborhood. Feel free to contact Craig Cooper at
(336)-498-9004 or e-mail cooperck@northstate.net for more
information.

Important Notice to All Committee Chairman
Merit Mark recommendations are due within two weeks after each event.
Send to P/D/C Mack Gordy, AP at mgordyjr@triad.rr.com.
Call Mack if you have questions.

A Very Special THANK YOU to our Friends
at the O HENRY HOTEL for Their Support
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Many thanks to all who have signed up to provide refreshments after
our general membership meetings. Please note that in the past we
have had three volunteers each month. Feel free to volunteer as an
additional! Extra help may be needed to organize and serve.
March 13

BH Edwards

Jerry Newton

April 10

Barbara Thompson

Dawn Long

May 8

Pat Freeze

Sue Schultz

June 12

Jed Norris

Karen Nussman

November 13

Kendra Bulla

Vinnie Gordy

Preceding the monthly meeting on March 13th
join other GPS folks for dinner at

Jason’s Deli
Shops on Friendly
Arrive between 6:00–6:15 PM for dinner and conversation before
the
Monthly Squadron Meeting. Everyone is invited and encouraged to
attend. As you go through the line, look for familiar faces and join
the group. This is a terrific way to get to know your fellow
squadron members on a more up-close and personal level.
Lots of laughs, great conversation, and no one has to cook!!
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Schedule of Events
2017
3/13/17
3/15/17
3/17-19/17
4/8/17
4/10/17
4/12/17
4/21-23/17
5/6/17
5/8/17
5/10/17
6/12/17
6/14/17
7/10/17
7/12/17
7/15/17
8/14/17
8/16/17
8/25-27/17
9/11/17
9/13/17
9/16/17
10/6-8/17
10/9/17
10/11/17
10/29/17
11/11 17
11/13/17
11/15/17
12/11/17
12/13/17
1/6/18
1/8/18
1/10/18
1/20/18

Membership Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
D/27 Council/Conference Meeting – New Bern, NC
Geodetic Marker Recovery
Membership Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
Oriental Boat Show – Oriental, NC
Belews Cruise
Membership Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
Membership Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
Hummer-in-the-Summer – Bur-Mill Park
Ex Com Meeting
Blueberry Picking
Dessert Social
Ex Com Meeting
D/27 Rendezvous – Wilmington, NC
Membership Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
Operation Big Sweep
Bald Head Excursion
PC Happening
Ex Com Meeting
Ghost Walk – Greensboro, NC
Ladies Luncheon
Membership Meeting & Dirty Harry Night
Ex Com Meeting
Christmas Party
Ex Com Meeting
D/27 Officer Training
Annual Meeting
Ex Com Meeting
Change of Watch – O.Henry Hotel

1. Which squadron couple attended TWO Valentines Parties?
2. How many bottles of wine were consumed at the Gordy’s house at the
Valentines Party?
3. Which squadron member other than the sponsors of the event volunteered the
most time to work at the Boat Show?
4. Which squadron member wore the flashiest socks to a Valentine Party?
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P/Lt/C Carolyn Hackett
PO Box 10873
Greensboro, NC 27404
carolyn322@gmail.com

Please deliver to:

Adagio
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